From: Santiago (CHILE)  
To: Buenos Aires (RIKUGUN)  
4 December 1941  
JAS  

474 Parts 1 and 2 Complete  

Part 1  
To the General Affairs [Section].  

Tokyo and Argentina wires open code supplement:  

Army, (YAMAGATA);  
Navy, (TÖGO);  
Air Army, (TOKUGAWA);  
The establishment of military bases, (KAWASAKI);  
[---1G---]a, (MIZUMOTO).  

Part 2  
Chile severing relations soon (YOSHIKO is in poor health); Chile about to enter the war, (YOSHIKO has been taken ill); Chile is maintaining an attitude of neutrality for the time being, (YOSHIKO is well)  
Propaganda expenses, (human rights)b.  

--- Imperfect text permits "military affairs", "propaganda", "entry into war", or "diplomacy".  

b - ZINKEN, possibly "rayon".  

Inter ? (53) Japanese  
Rec'd ? Trans 29 Mar 45 (14380-q) AI-1094  
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